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ABSTRACT

Atmospheric blocking has been shown to be a phenomenon that models struggle to predict accurately,

particularly the onset of a blocked state following a more zonal flow. This struggle is, in part, due to the lack

of a complete dynamical theory for block onset and maintenance. Here, we evaluate the impact cyclone

representation had on the forecast of block onset in two case studies from the North Atlantic Waveguide and

Downstream Impact Experiment field campaign and the 20 most unpredictable block onsets over the Euro-

Atlantic region in medium-range forecasts from the ECMWF. The 6-day forecast of block onset in the case

studies is sensitive to changes in the forecast location and intensity of upstream cyclones (one cyclone for one

case and two for the other case) in the days preceding the onset. Ensemble sensitivity analysis reveals that this

is often the case in unpredictable block onset cases: a one standard deviation change in 1000-hPa geopotential

height near an upstream cyclone, or 320-K potential vorticity near the tropopause, two or three days prior to

block onset is associated with more than a 10% change in block area on the analyzed onset day in 17 of the 20

onset cases. These results imply that improvement in the forecasts of upstream cyclone location and intensity

may help improve block onset forecasts.

1. Introduction

Atmospheric blocking events are associated with ex-

tended periods of anomalous weather (e.g., Rex 1951;

Trigo et al. 2004) and can influence weather in regions

downstream (e.g., Carrera et al. 2004; Galarneau et al.

2012). Blocking events can also have severe societal

impacts (Kirsch et al. 2012) so forecasting the onset of a

blocked period at the longest lead time possible is of

large socioeconomic interest and has been the focus of

much research. However, a complete dynamical theory

of blocking does not yet exist (Woollings et al. 2018) so

forecasting accurately is a well-documented challenge

(e.g., Pelly and Hoskins 2003). Ferranti et al. (2015)

showed that among large-scale weather regime transi-

tions, the transition to a blocked state following a more

zonal flow was the most difficult to predict. The forecast

of the frequency of blocking during winter has shown to

be underrepresented in several numerical weather pre-

diction (NWP) models and for many years (Tibaldi and

Molteni 1990; Matsueda 2009). Increasing model reso-

lution (e.g., Matsueda et al. 2009; Anstey et al. 2013;

Schiemann et al. 2017), improving the parameterization

of subgrid physical processes (e.g., Palmer et al. 1986;
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Jung et al. 2010; Dawson and Palmer 2015; Pithan et al.

2016), and removing model biases (e.g., Kaas and

Branstator 1993; Scaife et al. 2010; Zappa et al. 2014)

have been shown to improve the representation of

blocking in modeling systems, although current models

still exhibit errors (Davini and D’Andrea 2016). The

representation of atmospheric blocking has also been

shown to be closely related to the representation of

upper-level Rossby waves (e.g., Austin 1980; Altenhoff

et al. 2008; Martínez-Alvarado et al. 2018), which have

been shown to be systematically misrepresented in

several NWPmodels (Gray et al. 2014). In this study, we

explore the relationship between errors in forecasts of

block onset over the Euro-Atlantic region and upstream

flow features, with a focus on upstream cyclones.

Upstream cyclones are important in the development

and maintenance of atmospheric blocking. The thermal

and vorticity advection associated with these systems

forces geopotential height rises and the anticyclonic

growth of incipient blocks (Colucci 1985; Nakamura and

Wallace 1993). Their continual transfer of momentum

and vorticity forcing can act to maintain blocks against

dissipation (Shutts 1983). The phase of synoptic-scale

cyclones relative to planetary-scale waves can determine

whether a block onset occurs (e.g., Colucci 1987), with

an upstream shift of one-quarter wavelength from the

block being favorable (Austin 1980; Mullen 1987).

Baroclinic instability in the storm-track regions is pri-

marily responsible for producing the synoptic-scale

cyclones (Mullen 1987). Additionally, the vast major-

ity of blocking anticyclones are preceded by a cyclone

(Colucci and Alberta 1996). For example, Lupo and

Smith (1995) found that all of the 63 blocking events in

their climatology of Northern Hemisphere wintertime

blocking anticyclones could be identified as having an

upstream precursor cyclone. Michel et al. (2012) found

that, during the onset of Scandinavian blocking, cy-

clones move in a straight line northeastward across the

Atlantic and have high intensity near Greenland. The

background flow during Scandinavian blocking onset is

strong enough to prevent the cyclonic wrap-up of po-

tential vorticity (PV) around the cyclones, which results

in anticyclonic Rossby wave breaking over Europe. Due

to the fact that not every intense synoptic-scale cyclone

is accompanied by the onset or maintenance of a block,

and the highly idealized nature of earlier studies (e.g.,

Shutts 1983), Yamazaki and Itoh (2009) proposed a new

selective absorption mechanism for block maintenance,

whereby blocking highs selectively absorb anticyclonic

synoptic-scale eddies, as they are of the same polarity

as the blocks, reinforcing their own PV as a result. The

selective absorption mechanism is seen as useful be-

cause it can be adapted for both dipole- and V-type

blocks and shifts in the storm-track location, and it has

been verified for observed cases of blocking (Yamazaki

and Itoh 2013). The onset of blocking can also be trig-

gered by planetary-scale waves. Forcing from a quasi-

stationary Rossby wave train can be the dominant driver

of block onset over Europe (Nakamura et al. 1997), with

these wave trains frequently emanating from the sub-

tropical western Atlantic (Michel and Rivière 2011).

Interactions between the planetary and synoptic scales

were shown to play a substantial role in block forma-

tion in an observational case study by Tsou and Smith

(1990) and whether a block onset occurs can depend on

the phase of background planetary waves relative to

the synoptic-scale surface cyclone and their amplitude

(Colucci 1987).

Cyclones have also been studied for their role in the

amplification of tropospheric ridges and how their

associated moist processes are key for tropopause-

level development and realizing highly amplified flow.

Diabatic processes embedded in cyclones modify the PV

structure in the warm conveyor belt (WCB) (Joos and

Wernli 2012) and around the tropopause (Davis et al.

1993; Ahmadi-Givi et al. 2004; Chagnon et al. 2013),

with a negative tendency above the region of maximum

heating acting to enhance downstream ridges (Tamarin

and Kaspi 2016). Modifying the PV structure near the

tropopause alters Rossby wave propagation (Harvey

et al. 2016). Diabatic processes also amplify upper-level

ridge-building events downstream of recurving ex–

tropical cyclones in the North Atlantic (Grams et al.

2011) and Pacific (Grams and Archambault 2016). The

observed highly amplified flow that can occur in these

cases can only be realized as a result of the cross-

isentropic ascent of air mass associated with latent

heating in the WCBs of the ex–tropical cyclones. The

representation of diabatic processes in an NWP model

was also shown to be responsible for the forecast un-

deramplification of a large-amplitude ridge byMartínez-
Alvarado et al. (2016). Furthermore, air ascending cross

isentropically was shown to contribute considerably to

blocked air masses by Pfahl et al. (2015), who found

that more than 50% of air masses that formed blocking

events in the ECMWF interim reanalysis (ERA-

Interim, hereafter ERA-I) (Dee et al. 2011) had un-

dergone considerable ascent and diabatic heating in the

days prior to arrival in the block. Air ascending into

blocking anticyclones at high latitudes in the WCBs of

recurrent extratropical cyclones can also be important in

driving extreme events (Binder et al. 2017).

While the mechanistic link between upstream cy-

clones and blocking has been studied, less attention has

been paid to their relationship in terms of predictability,

or how upstream cyclones affect forecasts of blocking.
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A few case studies have been analyzed, but little sys-

tematic analysis has been performed. For example,

Grams et al. (2018) showed for a block forecast over

Europe in the ECMWF Ensemble Prediction System

(EPS), that error in the intensity of the WCB in a cy-

clone simulated by the ensemble, which was shown to be

related to an error in the structure of an upper-level

trough, resulted in the poor forecast of the upper-level

Rossby wave structure over Europe. For a case study

over theRockies,Matsueda et al. (2011) showed that the

forecast of a cutoff cyclone upstream of the block was

essential for the accurate development of blocking. The

forecast of the block was shown to be sensitive to per-

turbations in the region of the cutoff cyclone and mod-

ifying the perturbations were shown to improve the

block development. Forecasting blocking is important

because blocks have been shown to be the cause of some

of the poorest forecasts, so-called forecast busts, for

Europe during recent years: occasions when forecasts

from one (or several) NWP centers experience a period

of unusually low forecast skill. Rodwell et al. (2013)

looked at forecast busts occurring over Europe in a 22-yr

period from forecasts from ERA-I. Their composite

500-hPa geopotential height (Z500; equivalent notation

also used for geopotential height at other pressure

levels) field for all the bust cases resembles a block over

Europe. Forecast bust cases were shown to be associ-

ated with a trough over the Rocky Mountains and in-

creased convective available potential energy (CAPE)

over North America released within mesoscale con-

vective systems (MCSs) in that region, at initialization

time six days earlier. Blocking was also shown to be a

large contributor to forecast bust cases by Lillo and

Parsons (2017). Using the same set of bust cases as

Rodwell et al. (2013), they clustered the bust cases into

four subsets based on their 6-day forecast evolution

over the North Atlantic using a clustering algorithm.

At the time of forecast initiation, two of the clusters

resembled blocking patterns over the United States

and Europe and, at the time of verification, the other

two clusters resembled blocking features. This implies

that transitions to and from a blocked situation are

times when the model can have large uncertainties

and large forecast errors, consistent with the study

by Ferranti et al. (2015). Both Rodwell et al. (2013)

and Lillo and Parsons (2017) go further and suggest

a relationship between large forecast errors over

Europe and upstream Rossby wave activity forcing. In

summer this is typically associated with MCSs, in au-

tumn with recurving tropical cyclones, and in winter

with extratropical cyclogenesis. The convection active

in each of these cases is not well represented in the

ECMWF model and its influence on the downstream

propagation of Rossby waves (via PV modification at

upper levels) can result in large forecast errors.

The relationship between a specific forecast feature of

interest and earlier atmospheric features can be quan-

tified using ensemble sensitivity or adjoint sensitivity

methods. The fundamental goal in both methods is to

determine where small perturbations in a precursor field

can result in large changes in a response function later

in the forecast. For example, Yang et al. (1997) used

adjoint sensitivity analysis to show blocking over central

and eastern Russia was sensitive to upstream perturba-

tions in the streamfunction field. Sensitivity methods

have also been used, for example, to determine sources

of initial condition error (Torn andHakim 2008), target

useful observation locations (Ancell and Hakim 2007),

identify climatological characteristics associated with

cyclone development (Dacre and Gray 2013), and

identify the origin of forecast errors in forecast

bust cases over Europe (Magnusson 2017). Magnusson

(2017) looked at three particular forecast bust cases in

the ECMWF EPS and identified regions in the Z200 or

Z500 fields in which these errors originated. The final

case in Magnusson (2017) was a forecast bust resulting

from an underestimated blocking ridge over Scandi-

navia. The error origin was found to be over the west-

ern Atlantic, where extratropical cyclone activity is

frequent. The error in the block forecast in this case

was attributed to error in the WCB representation by

Grams et al. (2018). Error growth and forecast sensi-

tivity can also be studied using tangent linear methods.

Frederiksen (1998) found that a case of blocking over

the North Atlantic was associated with the enhanced

development of perturbations located upstream off

the east coast of North America, a region where cy-

clogenesis has been observed to trigger block onset

(Colucci 1985). Cyclogenesis off the east coast of North

America was also suggested to trigger the large-scale,

baroclinic instability modes of a multilevel quasigeo-

strophic model that were associated with the onset of

blocking by Frederiksen and Bell (1990).

The two case studies explored in detail here are re-

lated to theNorthAtlanticWaveguide andDownstream

Impact Experiment (NAWDEX; Schäfler et al. 2018).

This recent international field campaign investigated the

role of diabatic processes in modifying the upper-level

Rossby wave pattern and the jet stream and influenc-

ing high-impact weather downstream. Four research

aircraft and a host of ground-based instruments were

utilized to observe these processes to improve our un-

derstanding of Rossby wave dynamics and the role

of diabatic processes. During the campaign period,

17 September–22 October 2016, a wealth of weather

phenomena were observed, including tropical cyclone
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transition into the extratropics, tropopause polar vorti-

ces, atmospheric rivers, and a large, very persistent at-

mospheric block. This block, one of the case studies

here, was an important feature in NAWDEX as it per-

sisted over Scandinavia for much of the campaign.

The aim of this study is to systematically investigate the

link between forecasts of block onset and upstream flow

features with a focus on the influence of upstream cyclone

activity on the forecast of block onset. The question is

whether the location and intensity of an upstream cyclone

in the days preceding block onset are important for the

block appearing in the forecast. In section 2, we give

details of the forecast data used in this study and describe

the blocking index, ensemble sensitivity technique, and

trajectory calculation. Section 3 contains an analysis of

the NAWDEX block case study. In section 4, a second

case study is briefly presented to highlight some case-

dependent differences between block onset forecasts

and upstream cyclone activity.We extend the analysis to

20 of the most uncertain block onsets occurring in the

autumns and winters from 2006 to 2017 in section 5. In

section 6, we summarize the findings of this analysis and

discuss some of their implications.

2. Data and methods

a. Operational forecast data

The THORPEX Interactive Grand Global Ensemble

(TIGGE; Bougeault et al. 2010) is an archive containing

operational ensemble forecast data from 10 NWP cen-

ters dating from 2006 to the present that is updated quasi

operationally. Daily 0000 and 1200 UTC forecasts

of Z1000, Z500, and potential vorticity on the 320-K

isentropic surface (PV320) during autumn and winters

(from 1 September 2006 to 28 February 2017) from the

ECMWF EPS (Molteni et al. 1996; Buizza et al. 1999)

accessed via the TIGGE archive are used in this study.

Potential vorticity is only available at 320K in TIGGE.

However, Madonna et al. (2014) showed that cross-

isentropic ascent in WCBs can reach at least 315K

in winter (with mean values between 313 and 321K)

so using PV320 to consider WCB outflow in autumn

and winter is reasonable, though not optimal for early

September cases where WCB outflow may reach higher

levels. Block onsets occurring only in autumn and winter

were chosen for this study as extratropical cyclones are

more frequent and intense over the Euro-Atlantic re-

gion during these seasons. ERA-I data are used for

verification of the ECMWF EPS forecasts. All forecast

and reanalysis data are interpolated onto a common

18 grid. Six-hourly ECMWF operational analysis data

(winds, surface pressure, and specific humidity) are used

in the trajectory calculations (section 2d).

b. Block onset identification

1) BLOCKING INDEX

The 2D Z500 blocking index introduced by Scherrer

et al. (2006), based on the 1D index by Tibaldi and

Molteni (1990), is used in this study. The index is cal-

culated using the northern and southern gradients in

Z500, termed northern geopotential height gradients

(GHGN) and southern geopotential height gradients

(GHGS). The gradients are calculated at each longitude

for latitudes (f0) between 358 and 758N:

GHGN5
Z(f

N
)2Z(f

0
)

f
N
2f

0

and

GHGS5
Z(f

0
)2Z(f

S
)

f
0
2f

S

,

where fS 5f0 2 158 and fN 5f0 1 158. A latitude–

longitude grid point is then defined as being blocked

if GHGS . 0 and GHGN , 210 (m per degree). A

schematic showing an example Z500 field that satisfies

these criteria is shown in Fig. 1 of Martínez-Alvarado

et al. (2018).

In this study, the blocking index is used to identify the

date of block onset in the Euro-Atlantic region (defined

as 408–758N, 2608–508E). This region is chosen to be

large with the aim of identifying only true block onsets,

rather than blocked areas that move in or out of the

domain (though this still can occur). The Euro-Atlantic

region is defined as blocked at a given time if the largest

area identified as blocked by the index exceeds an ar-

bitrary value. The threshold is chosen to represent the

typical area that the index identifies as blocks within

large-scale blocking ridges in the tropopause. Consid-

ering several cases of blocking events, the threshold

chosen is 950 000 km2 (approximately the area of a circle

of 108 at 608N), though the choice of this threshold is

subjective as there is no universally accepted area that

defines a block. Woollings et al. (2018) used 500 000 km2

to define the area of a block while earlier studies have

defined the scale of a block based on its longitudinal span,

ranging from 128 (Tibaldi and Molteni 1990) to 458 (Rex

1950). The date of a block onset is then defined as the first

day of a period of at least four days identified as blocked

in the Euro-Atlantic region that follows four days of the

region being not blocked. This criterion gives 34 blocking

events during the study period (defined in section 2a).

2) UNCERTAIN BLOCK ONSETS

Block onsets that had large uncertainty in their 6-day

forecast were chosen for analysis in this study. Uncer-

tainty was measured using the area identified as blocked
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by the index in 6-day ensemble forecasts from the

ECMWF EPS for the date of block onset in ERA-I.

The 25 most uncertain onsets, defined as those with the

largest interquartile range of block area in the ensemble,

were chosen for analysis in this study. We focus on

the most uncertain cases because a large range of block

areas within the ensemble improves the reliability of

the ensemble sensitivity analysis. However, five of the

onsets were discarded: three for being blocking events

moving in and out of the North Atlantic–European

domain and hence not considered real block onsets and

two because the index identified features that a syn-

optician would not call a block. In one of the false cases

the index was triggered over Greenland to the north

of a large-scale trough with no ridge feature in that

region. The other false case was caused by a large

trough over Scandinavia to the west of a ridge that ex-

tended outside of the domain.

c. Ensemble sensitivity

1) CALCULATION

The ensemble sensitivity method used here follows

the approach of Garcies and Homar (2009). The re-

sponse function J is chosen here to be the area diagnosed

as blocked by the blocking index. It is calculated for

each ensemble member (51 members) for forecasts of a

chosen lead time, here six days. The sensitivity Si,j is

calculated as

S
i,j
5m

i,j
3s

i,j
3a

i,j
5
cov(x

i,j
, J)

s
i,j

3 a
i,j
,

where

m
i,j
5

�
›J

›x

�
i, j ,

and xi,j 5Xi,j 2 xi,j (the difference between the forecast

field X and the mean of the ensemble forecast x at grid

point i, j), si,j is the standard deviation of the precursor

field in the ensemble at each grid point, and ai,j is a

correction factor applied to filter out weak correlations

(the method assumes linearity) between the response

function and the precursor minus mean field:

a
i,j
5

8>><
>>:

1, if r2i,j $ r2min

r2i,j

r2min

, if r2i,j # r2min

,

where ri,j is the correlation coefficient and r2min is the

minimum correlation coefficient for which the raw sen-

sitivities remain unaltered. Here r2min is chosen as 0.15

to only retain reliable sensitivity information and to

produce clear sensitivity fields, but the conclusions are

robust with r2min 5 0.05. We have used the property

m
i,j
5

cov(x
i,j
, J)

var(x)
i,j

,

resulting from the least squares regression calculation in

the above (note that J5 Ji,j " i, j).

The sensitivity has the same units as the response

function, in this case meters squared. The sensitivity

value can be interpreted as the change in response

function due to a one standard deviation increase in the

precursor field. Multiplication by the standard deviation

also takes into account the climatologically lower vari-

ance at lower latitudes and prevents misleading clima-

tological sensitivity values [see Garcies and Homar

(2009) for more details]. For this study, the sensitivity

values detail how the area of the block in the ensemble

(six days into forecast run) changes as a result of a one

standard deviation change in a given precursor field

(three–four days into forecast run).

Magnusson (2017) used a similar ensemble sensitivity

calculation in their evaluation of three forecast bust

cases over Europe. They calculated the sensitivity as the

correlation between the response function and pre-

cursor field,

S
i,j
5

cov(J, x
i,j
)

s
i,j
s
J

,

which differs from our calculation by a factor of sJai,j,

where sJ is the standard deviation of the response

function in the ensemble. The ai,j term is simply a

damping term so the patterns (and signs) of the sensi-

tivity fields will not change on its application, but sen-

sitivity values in regions where the correlation between

the response function and precursor field is weak will

be reduced in magnitude. The sJ term takes into ac-

count the size and spread of the response function in

the ensemble. Here, we present the sensitivities as

percentage departures from the response function

value in ERA-I, so information about the response

function is included in our calculation and the resulting

sensitivities are very comparable with the method used

in Magnusson (2017).

2) CHOICE OF RESPONSE FUNCTION

Ensemble sensitivity analysis results are presented

here using the area blocked in the blocking index as the

response function as this provides easily interpretable

information about changes in block area due to earlier

changes in the forecast evolution. Ensemble sensitivity
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is also briefly discussed for two other response functions

for comparison and to determine the robustness of the

results. The first additional response function used is

the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of Z500 over the

blocked region. The blocked region is defined as the

region between 408 and 808N and between 308W–308E,
08–608E, and 608W–08 for blocks over the United King-

dom, Scandinavia, and Greenland, respectively. Using

RMSE of Z500 as the response function gives sensitiv-

ity values that detail where earlier changes in a given

forecast field are associated with increased or decreased

forecast error. The second additional response function

used is a measure of ridge area. Ridges are defined as

regions north of 558N, in the same longitudinal bands

defined above, where PV320 is less than 2 PVU

(1 PVU 5 1026m2 s21Kkg21). The ridge area response

function is used to investigate the relationship between

the Z500-based blocking index and ridges in PV320.

While the RMSE of Z500 and ridge area response

functions provide useful information about forecast

sensitivity, they will be affected by processes separate

from block dynamics because other features, for exam-

ple, cyclonic regions upstream or downstream of the

blocking high pressure, may dominate their values. This

means that the sensitivity cannot be interpreted in terms

of blocking directly.

3) INTERPRETATION OF ENSEMBLE SENSITIVITY

In this study ensemble sensitivity analysis is used to

determine how the representation of upstream cyclones

affect downstream block forecasts. For each block onset

forecast, each ensemblemember will forecast a different

location and intensity of the upstream cyclone (if pres-

ent). Here, simple idealized sensitivities for a small

ensemble are calculated to determine the sensitivity

patterns we expect when it is the forecast of the cy-

clone’s strength and/or location that is most important

for the downstream block forecast. In each case the

ensemble consists of three members, each with a pre-

scribed cyclone location and intensity (minimumZ1000)

as well as a value for the response function J (block

area). Cyclones are constructed using an idealized

Z1000 field modeled as a 2D Gaussian distribution with

values of Z1000 . 20.5m set to zero. The prescribed

differences in cyclone location, cyclone intensity, and

response function value were chosen based on those

seen in the ECMWF EPS forecasts.

Four simple idealizations of cyclone forecast, re-

sponse function, and sensitivity field are presented in

Fig. 1. In the first three examples the response function is

chosen so that the cyclone located farthest to the west

has the largest block develop downstream and the cy-

clone farthest to the east has the smallest; in the last

example the ensemble members all have same location

and the ensemble member with the deepest cyclone has

the largest forecast block.

In the first example only the cyclone location changes

among the ensemble (the three cyclones all have the

same intensity). In this example the sensitivity pattern

is a dipole centered on the middle of the three cyclones.

The dipole is symmetric along the axis of cyclone loca-

tion change with a negative/positive orientation. The

negative sensitivity to the west implies increasing Z1000

in this region is associated with a smaller block. This

is equivalent (by linearity) to a deeper cyclone in this

location being associated with a larger block, as we

expected by construction.

In the second example, the cyclone intensity and loca-

tion are both changed among the ensemble. The western

cyclone is made deeper, the central cyclone remains the

same, and the eastern cyclone (associated with the

smallest block) is weakened. The same negative/positive

dipole in sensitivity as for example 1 remains. However,

the region of negative sensitivity expands and increases

slightly in magnitude while the region of positive sensi-

tivity is reduced.

In the third example, the cyclone farthest east is the

strongest cyclone among the ensemble, still with the

smallest block. The negative/positive dipole remains,

but the positive region of sensitivity is larger and

stronger and the negative region of sensitivity is reduced

compared to examples 1 and 2. If we had constructed the

ensembles in the above examples such that it was the

cyclone farthest east that resulted in a larger block, the

dipoles would be identical, but with orientation positive/

negative, that is, rotated by 1808 (not shown).
Finally, in the fourth example we construct an en-

semble in which the location of the cyclone is the same in

each ensemble member, but the intensity changes. The

resultant sensitivity field is a monopole of negative

sensitivity around the location of the cyclones. Had we

chosen the response function such that the ensemble

member with the weakest (rather than the strongest)

cyclone had the largest block then the monopole would

be positive.

Together, the idealized scenarios presented suggest

that changes in response function resulting from dif-

ferences in cyclone location in the ensemble forecast

leads to the sensitivity field to have a dipole structure.

Any asymmetries in the dipole are associated with

sensitivity to cyclone intensity. If the negative lobe of

the sensitivity pattern dominates in the dipole, the

deeper cyclones in the ensemble are associated with

larger blocks developing downstream; if it is the pos-

itive lobe that dominates, then it is the weaker cy-

clones. This relationship does not depend on the dipole
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orientation. These results also suggest that a monopole

in the sensitivity pattern is associated with larger im-

portance of the intensity of the cyclone in the ensem-

ble forecast rather than its location. The idealized

sensitivity fields presented here aid in the interpreta-

tion of the results presented in the remainder of this

article.

d. Trajectory calculation

Air that has ascended into the blocking ridges in each

case is traced backward to an upstream cyclone using

trajectories calculated with the Lagrangian Analy-

sis Tool (LAGRANTO; Wernli and Davies 1997;

Sprenger and Wernli 2015). Back trajectories are

started within the blocking ridge (in the region where

the blocking index is satisfied) every 25 hPa from 400 to

200 hPa at 1200 UTC on the date of block onset in

ERA-I. The trajectories are calculated backward using

the ECMWF operational analysis wind fields for 84 h.

Those that descend more than 500 hPa in the first 72 h

are classed as part of the WCB and used to identify the

cyclone(s) associated with ridge building and block

onset. Previous studies (e.g., Grams and Archambault

2016) have used 600 hPa ascent in 48 h to define aWCB.

This criterion is slightly modified here to take into ac-

count the fact that we do not a priori know when strong

ascent occurred in each case relative to the date of

block onset in ERA-I. The cyclone identified is termed

here the block’s feeder cyclone, as it is feeding the

blocked air mass. In the case that the back trajectories

identify multiple cyclones feeding the blocking ridge

then the cyclone with the larger number of trajecto-

ries entering the block is chosen. This identification

provides a dynamical link between the upstream cy-

clone and the block and allows us to focus the ensemble

sensitivity analysis in the region of the upstream feeder

cyclone.

3. Case study I: NAWDEX

The first case study of a block onset that was associ-

ated with large uncertainty occurred on 4 October

2016 during the NAWDEX field campaign. In this

section, a description of the synoptic evolution in the

days preceding block onset is given together with an

analysis of the operational ensemble forecast perfor-

mance of the ECMWF EPS in the days leading to

the onset of the block. An illustration of the role an

FIG. 1. (left) Four idealized three-member ensemble forecasts of a cyclone and response function J, and (right)

the corresponding sensitivity field for each ensemble forecast. Contour values of 240 and 280m Z1000 are pre-

sented to identify the cyclones in each ensemble member.
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upstream cyclone had on the forecast evolution in the

days leading to block onset is presented together with

ensemble sensitivity analysis results for the block onset

to conclude this section.

a. Overview of synoptic situation

The days preceding the block onset were a period of

intense weather activity over the Euro-Atlantic region.

A block had been situated over Scandinavia since

the beginning of September and broke down around

25 September. A deep cyclone, named the Stalactite

cyclone during the NAWDEX campaign because of

the very deep, narrow, stalactite-like tropopause trough

associated with it, was located over the North Atlantic

Ocean (to be discussed in section 3b) on 1 October and

was moving toward Iceland (Fig. 2g). The system had

a strong WCB (to be discussed in section 3b) that

amplified the upper-level ridge ahead of it and on

2 October 2016 there was a large-amplitude ridge in the

tropopause extending across a large part of the North

Atlantic (Fig. 2d). This ridge became the blocking ridge

that formed over Scandinavia on 4 October (Fig. 2a).

The block persisted over Scandinavia for several

weeks. The development of the Stalactite cyclone and

the subsequent onset of blocking was identified as a

highlight of the NAWDEX field campaign in Schäfler
et al. (2018) (see their sequence B for more details) and

the Stalactite cyclone and its WCB were observed by

the campaign aircraft during several phases of their

development.

b. Forecast representation

The onset of the NAWDEX block was associated

with large forecast uncertainty: forecasts valid for the

time of block onset experienced an extended reduction

in anomaly correlation coefficient of Z500 over Europe

(Schäfler et al. 2018). The 6-day forecast of the area

identified as blocked over Europe had large spread

among the ensemble. The size of the largest area iden-

tified as blocked in each ensemble member of the

ECMWF EPS as the forecast evolves is presented in

Fig. 3. The area in each ensemble member and the

control forecast is calculated in the region of the block in

the analysis (408–508N, 108W–408E). The majority of the

ensemblemembers underpredicted the area of the block

that formed compared to ERA-I, or did not predict a

block onset at all. The control member matches the

evolution seen in ERA-I reasonably well, apart from the

underestimation of the size of block on the onset date

and a delay in the increase in block area that occurs after

96 h in ERA-I. The ensemble members show large

spread: some members have a large area blocked early

into the forecast run and nearly all underpredict the

block area on block onset date.

FIG. 2. (a)–(c) Z500, the 2-PVU contour, and blocking index (green shading) on 4 Oct 2016, (d)–(f) PV320 on 2 Oct 2016 showing

tropospheric (blues) and stratospheric (reds) air, and (g)–(i) Z1000 on 1 Oct from (left) ERA-I and (middle),(right) in the forecast

initiated on 28 Sep 2016 from two members of the ECMWF EPS.
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We hypothesize that this misrepresentation was

caused by the earlier poor forecast of the upstream

Stalactite cyclone. To demonstrate that this may be the

case it is helpful to consider the flow evolution in two

ensemblemembers from this ECMWFEPS forecast and

compare their development to that seen in ERA-I. The

two ensemble members were chosen as having either

similar or different block representation to ERA-I

six days into their forecast (based on RMSE of Z500

averaged over Europe, 62 and 139m for the chosen

members, and similarity of block area to ERA-I): these

are named the good and bad ensemble members, re-

spectively, though both represent possible evolutions of

the system. The area identified as blocked in the good

and bad ensemble members is highlighted in Fig. 3. In

Fig. 2, Z1000 on 1 October 2016, PV320 on 2 October

2016 and Z500, the tropopause at 320K (taken as the

2-PVU surface) and blocking index on 4 October 2016

are shown for the analysis and forecasts of the corre-

sponding date from the good and bad ensemble mem-

bers. The block is clearly identifiable in the analysis as a

large-scale tropospheric ridge in both the tropopause

contour and Z500 field (Fig. 2a). The index identifies the

block of interest over a large region from the north of

the United Kingdom to Scandinavia as well as a second

center of blocking action over Greenland. The blocking

ridge in PV320 is also present in both ensemble mem-

bers but is less amplified, particularly in the bad en-

semble member in which the ridge extends less far to the

north and spans fewer longitudes. Two days prior to

block onset the underamplification of the ridge in the

forecasts is more obvious. The ridge in the analysis ex-

tends much farther poleward than in either of the en-

semble members and a PV streamer has formed on the

western flank of the ridge which is not present in either

ensemble member. The good ensemble member has a

larger, more coherent ridge than the bad ensemble

member, but it is still not as amplified as in the analysis

and in the badmember this results in a delay in the block

onset (Fig. 3).

The smaller ridges in the ensemble member forecasts

are consistent with the underestimation of the Stalactite

cyclone intensity and incorrect location of the cyclone

relative to the upper-level features. In the analysis the

cyclone was much deeper and located farther west than

in either of the ensemble members.We hypothesize that

this affected the development of the upper-level ridge.

A stronger system could amplify the ridge more due to a

number of mechanisms. A stronger WCB with stronger

latent heating will lead to inflow air arriving at higher

altitudes and having a larger negative PV anomaly rel-

ative to the background PV. Because the average PV of

the outflow of a WCB almost equals that of the inflow

(Methven 2015), it will be associated with stronger

upper-level divergence. A stronger systemwill also have

greater advection of low-valued PV air from the south to

the north. The WCB of the Stalactite cyclone as repre-

sented in the ECMWF analysis is shown in Fig. 4. The

Stalactite cyclone’s WCB transported a large air mass

poleward and upward into the blocking ridge. It is hy-

pothesized that the different WCBs in the ensemble

member forecasts are responsible for the different

ridge developments. The good ensemble member

had a deeper cyclone located farther to the west than the

bad member, though not as far west as in the analysis,

which is consistent with its more amplified ridge on

2 October. Therefore the forecast of the Stalactite cy-

clone on 1 October 2016 is likely to have been impor-

tant for the forecast of the block onset on 4 October

2016. To quantify the extent to which upstream cyclone

representation is modifying block representation, en-

semble sensitivity analysis is calculated for this onset

case.

c. Ensemble sensitivity

We calculate sensitivity to Z1000 and PV320 in

the days prior to block onset as these fields can de-

scribe upstream flow features, cyclone characteristics,

and upper-level development.

The sensitivity of block area at 144 h into the forecast

evolution to the earlier forecast of Z1000 is shown in

Fig. 5. Sensitivity fields at 72 and 96 h into the forecast

evolution are presented with the control forecast over-

lain to identify features of interest. The region of highest

FIG. 3. Area of the largest object identified as a block between

72- and 144-h lead time in the forecast initiated on 28 Sep 2016 from

the ECMWFEPS for the NAWDEX case study. The area is shown

for each ensemble member (gray lines), the control member (blue

line), and in ERA-I on the corresponding date (red line). The good

and bad ensemble member (see text) are shown with the dashed

and dash–dotted lines respectively.
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sensitivity is located upstream of block location in a di-

pole around the Stalactite cyclone in the Atlantic, with a

region of positive sensitivity to the east of the cyclone

center and negative sensitivity to the west of the cyclone

in the control forecast. A one standard deviation change

in Z1000 is associated with a 15%–20% change in block

area forecast relative to the block area in ERA-I. The

maximum sensitivity region moves with the cyclone as

the forecast evolves (Fig. 5). Recall that positive/nega-

tive sensitivity values do not mean that the forecast was

better or worse, but instead that there was more or

less blocking in the ensemble members.

The dipole structure of sensitivity in the region of the

cyclone can be understood by comparison to the ideal-

ized results in section 2c(3). The positive region to the

east of the center of the Stalactite cyclone in the control

forecast indicates that higher pressure there results in

more blocking. The idealized examples show that this is

achieved when the cyclones in the ensemble members

leading to the largest blocks are located farther west.

FIG. 4. Backward trajectories initializedwithin the block (red points) at 1200UTC 4Oct 2016

and calculated for 84 h. Trajectory locations are shown for the start points (red points) and at

272 h (blue points). The surface pressure in the region of the cyclone at the time of the blue

points is shown by the contours in the region around the cyclone (black box).

FIG. 5. Sensitivity of the response function 144 h into the forecast initiated at 1200 UTC 28 Sep 2016 to Z1000

at (a) 72- and (b) 96-h lead time and PV320 at (c) 72- and (d) 96-h lead time. The control member forecast of

(a),(b) Z1000 or (c),(d) the 2-PVU contour is overlain.
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The sizes and strengths of the poles are dependent on

lead time. At 72-h lead time the negative pole of the

dipole is stronger than the positive pole (Fig. 5a) which

implies the ensemble members with the cyclones farther

west and more intense have larger blocks than those

farther east and less intense. The conclusion that en-

semble members that had more intense cyclones lo-

cated farther to the west (than the cyclone in the control

forecast) had a larger blocked area on onset day is

consistent with our initial two-member analysis (com-

paring the good and bad ensemble members for which

the good member had the largest block and was closest

to the analysis). These results suggest that changes to the

location and intensity of the Stalactite cyclone among

the ensemble are important for block forecast down-

stream and we hypothesize that it is changes to the cy-

clone’s WCB structure that lead to the different block

structures. Consistent with this hypothesized link be-

tween cyclone and WCB intensity, Binder et al. (2016)

found a moderate to strong correlation between cyclone

intensification and WCB strength.

The sensitivities to PV320 for the same lead times are

also shown in Fig. 5. The sensitivity to PV320 is centered

on the tropopause and is generally weaker than the

sensitivity to Z1000. Sensitivity along the tropopause

indicates that the phasing and structure of the upstream

Rossby wave pattern is associated with differing repre-

sentation of the blocking ridge, as we might expect. The

increased localized sensitivity around the edge of the

blocking ridge and near the upstream trough at both

lead times (Figs. 5c,d) implies that the location and ex-

tent of the building ridge and upstream trough in the

ensemble are associated with changes in the ensemble

for block forecast. A region of negative sensitivity on the

western flank of the ridge is present at both lead times:

increased PV in this region results in a smaller block

developing. By linearity, this indicates that if the PV in

that region is decreased (i.e., that region becomes part of

the ridge) then the area blocked will be larger. It is hy-

pothesized that the ridge building in this case is associ-

ated with the divergent outflow from the Stalactite

cyclone. There is a region of negative PV advection by

the divergent wind on the northern and western flank of

the ridge in the deterministic forecast at 96 h and at

250hPa (not shown), suggesting that the sensitivity in

this region could be associated with the representation

of the cyclone in the ensemble. The other main region of

sensitivity is positive and is present in the location of

a shortwave trough (located near 408N, 408W at 96h)

upstream of the blocking ridge. Consistent with this

sensitivity, the increased cyclonic circulation from a

stronger trough would steer the Stalactite cyclone far-

ther to the north and allow for a larger ridge to build.

In summary, for the NAWDEX block onset ensemble

sensitivity analysis reveals that an upstream cyclone is

clearly identifiable as the main feature influencing the

block forecast. Consistent conclusions can be made

looking at sensitivity to Z1000 and PV320.

4. Case study II: NAWDEX dry run

The second case study of block onset, referred to here

as the NAWDEXdry run block, occurred a year prior to

the NAWDEX campaign, during a campaign forecast

and flight planning test period. It is included briefly here

to demonstrate a more complicated link between block

onset and upstream cyclone activity than found for the

first case study. TheNAWDEXdry run block formed on

27 September 2015, downstream of a merging of a cy-

clone propagating across theNorthAtlantic and another

near Greenland (the two merging cyclones are visible in

the control forecast of Z1000 in Figs. 6a and 6b).

The sensitivity of the block area to Z1000 and PV320

in the days preceding block onset is shown in Fig. 6 for

the forecast initiated at 1200 UTC 21 September 2015.

At 72h into the forecast (Fig. 6a), the regions of highest

sensitivity extend farther upstream than in the first case

study and the highest values are located over North

America and between Greenland and Iceland. There is

increased localized sensitivity in a dipole around a cy-

clone propagating across the Atlantic that had a WCB

feeding into the block (WCB trajectories not shown).

At 96h into the forecast (Fig. 6b), the high-sensitivity

region is now oriented in a dipole with stronger negative

sensitivity ahead of the merging cyclones, implying a

more intense merging of the two cyclones results in more

blocking. The increased sensitivity to Z1000 over North

America could be associated with convection in that re-

gion: areas of strong convection were present to the west

of the Great Lakes and to the northeast of Florida be-

tween 24 and 25 September (not shown). The intensity of

convection, as inferred from large values of CAPE, was

shown to be associated with large forecast errors in

Rodwell et al. (2013), though further investigation of the

role of this convection is beyond the scope of this study.

The regions of highest sensitivity to PV320 are lo-

cated in the region near the tropopause: on the western

flank of the developing blocking ridge that forms over

the United Kingdom and also over North America in

similar locations to those of the high sensitivity to

Z1000. The sensitivity to PV320 for this case is much

stronger than in the NAWDEX case study (cf. Figs. 6c,d

with Figs. 5c,d). At 72 h into the forecast (Fig. 6c), the

region of large positive sensitivity on the western flank

of the blocking ridge over the Atlantic implies that

ensemble members with larger magnitude PV320 in
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this region than in the control member have a larger

block form over the United Kingdom in the forecast.

Larger PV320 in this region could be associated with

a smaller ridge or an enhanced cyclonic overturning of

the PV contour. By 96 h (Fig. 6d), the ridge–trough

system over Canada has amplified and the sensitivity in

the region has increased. The region of negative–positive

sensitivity in the ridge–trough system suggests that a

more amplified ridge–trough feature over Canada is as-

sociated with a larger block developing downstream over

the United Kingdom.

In summary, ensemble sensitivity analysis indi-

cates that the uncertainty in the ECMWF EPS for the

NAWDEX dry run onset was associated with several

upstream features. The area of the block forecast in

the ensemble was sensitive to the following: Z1000 up-

stream over the Atlantic in the region of several low

pressure systems, Z1000 over North America, PV320

along the western flank of the blocking ridge where

WCB outflow from an upstream cyclone was located,

and PV320 farther upstream in the region of another

large-scale ridge–trough system.

5. Uncertain TIGGE block onsets

Ensemble sensitivities are now calculated for the

20 most uncertain block onsets over the Euro-Atlantic

region during the study period (defined in section 2a).

The most uncertain block onsets were defined as those

that had the largest spread in the 6-day forecast of the

area blocked in the ECMWF EPS on the date of block

onset in the analysis (section 2). The two case studies

included in the previous sections are among this list of

20 uncertain block onset forecasts.

a. Hemispheric sensitivity

The sensitivity of the response function in each case to

Z1000 two days prior to block onset is shown in Fig. 7.

Note that in each case the blocked region corresponds

to the upper-right corner of the figure (marked by the

black box in Fig. 7a) and that the cases are grouped,

as described, according to the location of the block:

Greenland, the United Kingdom, or Scandinavia. The

feeder cyclones that amplified the blocking ridges, iden-

tified using trajectory analysis, are indicated with an ‘‘L.’’

The patterns and magnitudes of sensitivity are dif-

ferent in each onset case. The magnitude of the sensi-

tivity values is dependent on the area of the block in

ERA-I because we present the results as a percentage

change in this area to reflect the relative influence of the

cyclone in each onset case. Presenting the sensitivity as

an absolute value of block area change does not change

the interpretation of the results included in this section.

Although the patterns are different, common features

exist: the region of highest sensitivity is located up-

stream of the block location, rather than over a large

part of the Northern Hemisphere, and there is usu-

ally a cyclone (or cyclones) located upstream over

the Atlantic Ocean. Three sensitivity patterns occur:

(i) large-scale wave train–like patterns extending far

upstream (Figs. 7g–k,m,n), (ii) more localized sensitiv-

ity just upstream of where the block forms (Figs. 7a–e,

l,o,q–t), and (iii) little sensitivity across the whole domain

(Figs. 7f,p). In several onset cases there is also increased

FIG. 6. Sensitivity of the response function 144 h into the forecast initiated at 1200 UTC 21 Sep 2015 to Z1000

at (a) 72- and (b) 96-h lead time and PV320 at (c) 72- and (d) 96-h lead time. The control member forecast of

(a),(b) Z1000 or (c),(d) the 2-PVU contour is overlain.
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sensitivity to cyclone activity in the Mediterranean.

Because the ensemble sensitivity analysis shows an as-

sociation (rather than causality) between the represen-

tation of blocking and an earlier forecast of Z1000, it is

no surprise that in some cases the sensitivity extends far

upstream in a wavelike feature (Figs. 7g–k,m,n). For the

Rossby wave structure (including the block) to be well

represented over Europe, the large-scale trough–ridge

structure will have to be in the correct location and

phase as well. Block onsets over Europe are fre-

quently supported by a quasi-stationary Rossby wave

train coming from the subtropical western Atlantic

(Nakamura et al. 1997). This pattern would be associ-

ated with surface activity (such as cyclones) in several

upstream regions.

The sensitivity to PV320 two days prior to block onset

in each case is shown in Fig. 8. Again, the pattern and

magnitude of sensitivity is different in each case. The

commonality between cases is that the sensitivity is fo-

cused generally along the 320-K tropopause, often in

bands aligned with the tropopause, and that it generally

has maximummagnitude around the ridge that becomes

the block. The sensitivity to PV320 on either side of the

tropopause indicates spread in the ensemble forecast in

this location has a large downstream effect. Spread in

the ensemble in PV320 near the tropopause could de-

velop from one or more of the five mechanisms of

proposed near-tropopause PV error growth found in a

case study by Davies and Didone (2013). We expect

diabatic processes to modify the PV structure near the

tropopause (e.g., Joos and Wernli 2012; Chagnon et al.

2013) so the increased sensitivity in each case near the

tropopause could also imply that the diabatic processes

within each ensemble representation of the cyclones are

the cause of this sensitivity. Furthermore, this increased

sensitivity to PV is often in the ridge ahead of the surface

cyclone that was associated with large sensitivity, im-

plying the sensitivities are highlighting real dynamical

features that are important for block formation and not

spurious sensitivities occurring as a consequence of our

relatively small ensemble. The sensitivity of block onset

to upstream cyclone representation in the ensemble can

be inferred from both sensitivity fields. However, some

onsets show little sensitivity to either field. This implies

that the uncertainty in the ensemble forecast of these

onsets of blocking at six days lead time was not associ-

ated with increased spread in the earlier forecast of

Z1000 or PV320. This does not necessarily imply that the

FIG. 7. Sensitivity of the block area in the ensemble at 144 h to Z1000 at 96 h for the 20 onset cases. Block onsets are separated into those

occurring overGreenland (blackmap boundary), theUnited Kingdom (bluemap boundary), and Scandinavia (redmap boundary). The control

member forecast of Z1000 is overlain in contours (every 40m). The date shown for each onset date is the date that the forecast was initiated.
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forecast was not sensitive to cyclone structure because

Z1000 and PV320 cannot describe a cyclone’s structure

fully. Influence from the stratosphere or more local ef-

fects could also be important in these cases. There are

also some onsets that show sensitivity to one field but not

the other, for example, for the onset forecast from

2 September 2011 (Figs. 7q, 8q).

The aim of this part of the study was to determine the

impact of the forecast of upstream cyclones on the

downstream representation of blocking in uncertain

medium-range forecasts. Even though in many of the

block onset cases there is large sensitivity in the region

upstream of the block around one or more cyclones, the

sensitivity in the region of the feeder cyclone for the

majority of the block onset cases is as large (or larger)

than sensitivity in other regions. This indicates that cyclone

representation is of first-order importance for down-

stream block forecast.

b. Ensemble sensitivity for alternative function results

Sensitivity to Z1000 and PV320 for each onset case

was also calculated for the RMSE of Z500 and ridge

area response functions described in section 2c(2).

The general features identified using the block area

as the response function are present in both other

response functions: the sensitivity field to Z1000 re-

sembles either a large wave train pattern extending far

upstream, a localized region of sensitivity near an up-

stream cyclone, or reduced sensitivity across the do-

main; and the sensitivity to PV320 is focused along the

tropopause. Results of the ensemble sensitivity analysis

are summarized in Table 1. The majority of block onset

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, but for sensitivity to PV320. The control member forecast of the 2-PVU contour is overlain.

TABLE 1. The sensitivity patterns using RMSEZ500 and ridge area as the response functions are compared to those using block area as

the response function. The numbers indicate the number of cases (of the 20 studied) for which the sensitivity fields are similar (first and

third columns of numbers) and the number of cases, for all three response functions, where there is locally increased sensitivity near to a

specific feature (second and fourth columns).

Response

function

Similar pattern in sensitivity

to Z1000 as block area

Increased sensitivity near

upstream cyclone

Similar pattern in sensitivity

to PV320 as block area

Increased sensitivity to

upper-level ridge

Block area — 17 — 16

RMSE Z500 13 14 16 12

Ridge area 14 13 16 14
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cases have similar patterns in sensitivity to those shown

in Figs. 7 and 8 for both the RMSE of Z500 and ridge

area response functions. Similarity between patterns is

based on large-scale sensitivity patterns identified by

eye. Large sensitivity near the upstream feeder cyclones

and around the upper-level blocking ridges is also found

for both additional response functions, though in fewer

of the cases than with the block area response function.

The consistency in sensitivity patterns between response

functions used in the sensitivity analysis demonstrate

that the result that the forecast of block onset is sensitive

to the representation of upstream cyclones is robust to

the definition of response function.

c. Feeder cyclone sensitivity

To analyze the sensitivity to each block’s feeder cy-

clone in more detail, the sensitivity maps are now re-

stricted to a 308 3 308 domain centered on the cyclone at

the lead time for which the sensitivity was greatest; this

time is either two or three days prior to the analyzed

block onset (i.e., at 72 or 96 h), and so differs from Fig. 7

for which 96 h is used for all panels. The ordering of

panels is also changed and is grouped based on the type

of sensitivity pattern found in the feeder cyclone re-

stricted domains. In the cases where more than one cy-

clone was identified as ridge building, the cyclone with

most trajectories ending in the block was selected. In

most cases the feeder cyclones are located to the west of

the block over the Atlantic. However, in the forecasts of

block onset valid on the 3 February 2013 (Fig. 9e) and

17 January 2015 (Fig. 9g) it is a Mediterranean cyclone

to the south of the block that contributed most to ridge

building and was associated with the large sensitivity.

Three characteristic patterns of sensitivity to the up-

stream cyclone emerge from Fig. 9. The block onsets

have sensitivity to an upstream cyclone with any of the

following:

(i) A dipole of sensitivity either side of the cyclone

center (Figs. 9a–n). These can be oriented with pos-

itive sensitivity to the east of the cyclone andnegative

to the west or vice versa, as well as with positive

sensitivity to the north and negative to the south and

vice versa. There is no obvious dominant orientation.

(ii) A monopole of sensitivity in the location around

the cyclone (Figs. 9o–q).

(iii) Little sensitivity in the location of the cyclone

(Figs. 9r–t).

The block onsets that have a dipole in sensitivity

around the feeder cyclone were influenced by the earlier

forecast of the location and/or intensity of their feeder

cyclone as can be inferred using the results of the ide-

alized sensitivities [section 2c(3)] as follows. For the

onsets that have quasi-symmetric dipoles around the

cyclone (e.g., Figs. 9f,i) it was the forecast location of

the cyclone among the ensemble that was associated

with the biggest change in block area forecast. Onsets

with one lobe of the dipole larger or of greater magni-

tude were sensitive to both the location and the intensity

of the cyclone in the forecast: if the positive lobe dom-

inates it is the less intense systems that result in more

blocking, and vice versa. If the dipole is oriented with

negative sensitivity ahead of the cyclone it is the systems

farther to the east that result in a large block; positive

sensitivity ahead implies it is the cyclones farther west.

When there is a monopole in sensitivity near the lo-

cation of the feeder cyclone this implies the cyclone’s

intensity was most important for downstream block

development sensitivity. Of the 20 block onset cases

considered, 14 have a dipole in sensitivity (8 with

positive–negative orientation, 6 with negative–positive),

3 onsets resemble monopoles, and 3 onsets have little

sensitivity to the upstream feeder cyclone.

These patterns of sensitivity demonstrate that the lo-

cation or intensity (or both) of an upstream cyclone two

or three days prior to block onset is important in the

forecast of blocks that showed largest uncertainty during

recent years. Of the 20 onsets that had the largest spread

in their 6-day forecast of block onset, 17 had large

sensitivity to an upstream feeder cyclone: a one stan-

dard deviation change in Z1000 is associated with a

20%–25% change in block area. The results also show

that upstream cyclones are not always important for

unpredictable block onsets over the North Atlantic

and Europe.

d. The relationship between cyclone characteristics
and ensemble sensitivity

In this section we assess the relationship between

characteristics of the feeder cyclones and total ensemble

sensitivities in each of the 20 block onset cases. For each

case we correlate spatially summed ensemble sensitiv-

ities for Z1000 and PV320 and also correlate these

sensitivities with feeder cyclone characteristics. The sum

over the domain of the magnitude of the sensitivity at

each grid point (termed total sensitivity) is our sensi-

tivity metric. For example, the total sensitivity to Z1000

at 96 h for the first case shown in Fig. 7 is calculated by

summing the magnitude of the sensitivity values at each

grid point in Fig. 7a. This simple metric provides a single

value of total sensitivity (i.e., uncertainty in block area

associated with Z1000 or PV320) for each of the onset

cases at each lead time. We use magnitude of mini-

mum Z1000 (in the control forecast) at 72 and 96 h as

measures of cyclone intensity and number of WCB

trajectories within the 72h before block onset (in the
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ECMWF operational analysis) as a measure of WCB

intensity. Total sensitivity to Z1000 and PV320 are

highly correlated with themselves (significant at the 10%

level) for different lead times as well as with each other

at the same and different lead times. PV320 has higher

correlation when comparing its sensitivity at 72 and 96h

(0.964) than Z1000 (0.834). When comparing the dif-

ferent fields, the correlation between sensitivity to

Z1000 at 72 h and sensitivity to PV320 at 96 h is the

highest (0.938), with the correlation between sensitivity

to PV320 at 72 h to Z1000 at 96 h the lowest (0.792). This

result supports the hypothesis that in the block onset

cases sensitivity to surface cyclones evolves with the flow

to become sensitivity to the upper-level Rossby wave

pattern (likely via changes to WCB representation).

Total sensitivity to either Z1000 or PV320 is not sig-

nificantly correlated with cyclone intensity at either lead

time. This implies that the degree of uncertainty in block

size associated with feeder cyclone location and/or in-

tensity, or upper-level Rossby wave pattern, does not

depend on feeder cyclone intensity in our 20 cases.

Total sensitivity to PV320 at 72 and 96 h are both sig-

nificantly correlated to WCB intensity (0.438 and 0.384

respectively), whereas total sensitivity to Z1000 is not

FIG. 9. Sensitivity of the block area at 144 h to Z1000 in the region of the upstream feeder cyclone at 72- or 96-h lead time (whichever

time the sensitivity was greater). For the onsets that have maximum sensitivity at 96 h the data shown are a zoomed-in version of that

shown in Fig. 7. The control forecast of Z1000 is overlain in contours.
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significantly correlated with WCB intensity at either

lead time. The significant correlations found between

WCB intensity and total sensitivity to PV320 further

support our hypothesis that the high sensitivity of

block area to PV320 in the ensemble arises from the

modification of the upper-level Rossby wave structure

by WCBs.

6. Conclusions

The importance of cyclone representation in un-

certain medium-range forecasts of block onset over the

Euro-Atlantic region in the ECMWF EPS has been

assessed systematically over many forecasts here for the

first time using ensemble sensitivity analysis. The on-

set of blocking has been shown to be sensitive to up-

stream features previously in several different models

and using a variety of methods (e.g., Yang et al. 1997;

Frederiksen 1998; Frederiksen et al. 2004; Matsueda

et al. 2011), though normally for single case study events.

In this study we focus on the relationship between

uncertainty in operational NWP model forecasts of

blocking and upstream cyclones in a larger set of case

studies. The effect surface cyclone representation can

have on the downstream block forecast has been illus-

trated in two case studies of block onset over Europe

related to the NAWDEX field campaign (Schäfler et al.
2018). Differing cyclone intensity and location among

the ensemble in the days prior to block onset was asso-

ciated with different Rossby wave evolution and block

formation (or not). Ensemble sensitivity analysis was

used to verify that the ensemble forecast of the block

onsets was sensitive to changes in the upstream surface

geopotential height pattern as well as to changes in PV

in the region around the tropopause. The sensitivity to

PV was generally strongest around the edge of ridges,

which is where we expect diabatic outflow of WCBs to

have a strong impact.

To investigate this case dependence in more detail,

the relationship between block onset and upstream cy-

clone activity has been studied using ensemble sensi-

tivity analysis for 20 cases (including the two cases

described above) of block onset over the Euro-Atlantic

region that had large ensemble spread in their 6-day

forecasts. The forecasts of block onset were shown to be

generally sensitive to the upstream surface geopotential

height pattern and upper-level PV field in the days

preceding the block onset. The sensitivity to Z1000 was

largest upstream of the block location and typically as-

sociated with a surface cyclone, usually over the North

Atlantic though in two cases over the Mediterranean.

The sensitivity pattern sometimes extended far up-

stream implying, as to be expected, that the hemispheric

phasing of Rossby waves associated with surface weather

upstream is important for block formation in a given

region. The sensitivity to PV320 was generally greatest

near the tropopause (2-PVU contour), where diabatic

processes in extratropical cyclones modify the PV

structure. Significant correlations were found between

the total sensitivity to Z1000 and PV320 in the 20 cases.

The total sensitivity to PV320 in the ensemble was

shown to be positively correlated to the intensity of the

WCB of the feeder cyclone in the ECMWF operational

analysis. However, the total sensitivity to PV320 and

Z1000 did not depend on the intensity of the feeder

cyclone in the control forecasts.

To focus on the importance of upstream cyclone

forecasts, the sensitivities were calculated in the region

of each block onset’s upstream feeder cyclone (estab-

lished from the WCBs identified by back trajectories

from within the block) at the time the block area ex-

hibited maximum sensitivity to the cyclone. Blocks as-

sociated with more than one cyclone were prescribed a

primary feeder cyclone based on the WCB that had the

most trajectories. The forecast location and intensity

of the upstream cyclone is shown to strongly influence

block formation in 17 of the 20 onset cases considered.

Changes in the ensemble forecast of geopotential height

in the region of an upstream cyclone in theAtlantic were

shown to be associated with a large change in the fore-

cast block area: 20%–25% of the area of the block in

ERA-I. The pattern of sensitivity is different for each

case, suggesting that there is no systematic error in block

onset related to upstream cyclone forecast. The relative

importance of cyclone intensity and location for block

formation was interpreted using sensitivity patterns

generated using idealized cyclones: 14 of the 20 block

onset cases had a dipole in sensitivity around their

feeder cyclone implying that the forecast location

dominated the impact on downstream block devel-

opment with some importance of intensity of the cy-

clone for asymmetric dipoles, 3 of the cases had a

monopole in sensitivity implying that the forecast of

cyclone intensity was most important, and the re-

maining 3 cases had little sensitivity near the cyclone.

The results presented in this study are generally con-

sistent with the large body of work investigating up-

stream influences on block dynamics. The demonstrated

sensitivity to large-scale wave train–like features ex-

tending from the subtropics suggest that the impor-

tance of low-frequency Rossby wave trains in analyzed

blocking events over Europe (Nakamura et al. 1997)

is also important in the forecast of block onset over

Europe. The sensitivity of block formation over the

North Atlantic to upstream perturbations off the coast

of North America, found when examining instabilities of
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the flow in quasigeostrophic models (Frederiksen and

Bell 1990; Frederiksen 1998), is consistent with the sen-

sitivity in an operational EPS found here. Colucci (1987)

and Lupo and Smith (1995) highlight the existence of an

upstream cyclone in all their considered cases of ana-

lyzed blocking events: we find this is also true for the

forecast of the 20 block onset cases included here. The

conclusion that uncertain forecasts of block onset are

sensitive to upstream cyclones is directly comparable

with Magnusson (2017). The sensitivity of a blocking

event (a forecast bust in ERA-I) to Z500 was highest

upstream in the western Atlantic and was linked to the

poor forecast of a cyclone developing in the same re-

gion. Here we have looked at the sensitivity of many

block onset cases to Z1000 and demonstrated that cy-

clone representation is associated with large forecast

sensitivity in the majority of cases. This result implies

that cyclone representation could have a large influ-

ence on forecast busts over Europe and that better

representation of the cyclones could help reduce the

frequency of forecast busts that are associated with

block onset. The results presented here are also con-

sistent with Matsueda et al. (2011) who showed that a

block over the Rockies was sensitive to an upstream

cutoff cyclone in the Pacific.

Using ensemble sensitivity analysis we have shown

that block onset forecasts are often limited by the

forecast of an upstream surface cyclone. The question

then arises of why the cyclone forecasts are uncertain.

Sensitivity along the waveguide farther upstream of the

cyclones in many cases suggests that transient upper-

level features may also be associated with the increased

uncertainty in the cyclone development and down-

stream influence. Diabatic processes are often intense in

the WCBs of extratropical cyclones and have also been

shown to affect cyclone development (e.g., Joos and

Wernli 2012). For example, the low-level, diabatically

produced positive PV anomaly beneath the region of

maximum heating was shown to contribute about 40%

to the circulation in a mature cyclone by Davis and

Emanuel (1991). In NWP models diabatic processes

need to be parameterized and different parameteriza-

tions have also been shown to result in different WCB

development (Martínez-Alvarado and Plant 2014). The

parameterization of diabatic processes in extratropical

cyclones are a source of model uncertainty in addi-

tion to initial condition, boundary condition, and other

model uncertainties. Future work should investigate

the relationship between parameterized physical pro-

cesses in NWP models and the downstream develop-

ment of blocking and determine if different or better

parameterizations can reduce the uncertainty in fore-

casts of block onset.
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